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Form&a are -ted which make it pouible to trace the formation of a limit 
cycle at a merged focus us@ coe@ldents in the right-hand sidttr of dynamic 
systems. 

In merged dynamic @ems specified in the phase plane by different analytic ex- 
prcaaicWonoppribsrida,ofromelinelnthatpiane[l~ the”meq$ngllne~maycont- 
aiapold,whaemighktrhoobur!rimflartothawoftbbesqojlllb~~ofsmooth 
systems. One of such point8 is a merged focus whort *al8 consi8t of arcs lying on 
dlffexent skier of the meqlug line. The merged fouu, like that of the smooth system, 
may change ita stability when param of the system art changed. And, as in the 
case of the smooth system, the stability regiaa boundary in the parameter space can 
be either “safe” if at transition through it from the stability to the instability region 
a stable limit cylct is originated at the focus, or “unsafe” when an unstable cycle con- 
tra& to it. If it is poaaibli to find general integrals for merged systems, the form of 
the boundary is determined by the method prsctnted in [2&B&w wedeacrlbc a proced- 
ure which udcs for thfe purpose only everal f&at terrmof expa&ata in series of thi right- 
hand sidet of merged systems. 

Let us consider a system conslating of two analytic syrtems 

2’ = p1 (.t, II), I’ = 01 (2, Yh 2 > 0 

2’ = pzb, Y), Y’ - Qa (5, Y), = < 0 

merged on the Y -axis. Conditions 

Pl(O, 0) = P,(O, 0) = 0, Q1 (0, 0) 92 (0, 0) < 0 

apl;o) Q1(O,O)<O, @$f”) Qz(O,O)>O 

ensure that the structure in the neighborhood of the coordinate origin is of the merged 
focus type and, also, isolate the basic case in which the point (0,O) ti. not repros- 
ent the equilibrium atate for any of the merged systems. as well as that Le &xl&es 
of the system vertical slopes reach the coordinate origin without being tangent to the 

Y -ax& 
These condition8 make it pa8ible to represent the system as 

2’ = $2 + w + P,’ (z, Y), y’ = 6 + QI’ (z, Y), z > 0 

2’ = Ciz + QY f P,’ (~9 y), y’ = d f Qs’ (2, ~1, 5 < 0 

W < 0, cd> 0, bd < 0) 

where functions PI’. QI’, P,’ and Qs’ can be expanded in series beginning with terms 
of an order higher than stated. 

Aftm the aubstftution 
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2 = - (b I atf z, ye = (a1 I Ogf 2 4 y, x > 0 

x0 = (d / c*) 2, Y”=(c~/c*)~i-Y, X<O 

the system assumes the form 

2’ = --by + P,” (I, y), y’ = b + Q1” (z, y), x > 0 

2’ = g + P,” (z, v!, Y’ = d + Qz” (x* Y), c < 0 

(1) 

where functions PI”, Ql”, P,” and Qs” can be expanded in series beginning with 
terms of an order higher than stated, and indices at new variables have been omitted. 

Reducing each system to a single equation and expanding the right-hand aider in 
series, we obtafn 

dXI&= - I + &# + 811~~ + &e#S + .=* +&?Is# +&%sr? +... + (2) 
gory’+ . ..I s>O 

dx / dy = Y + hoza + UY 4 b$Ya + . ..+ h&Y -t UP +.. + 

ho&+ .a., z<o 

where only terms whose coefficfents appear in final formulas are shown. 
Let us consider the pointwise mapping btl = g1 (go) (see Fig. 1) of the negative 

semiaxis Y into the positive one using trajectories of the “right-hand” system and the 

mappfng 11s = ya (go) using trajectories of the “left-hand” tystem. To construct 
these images we solve Eps. (2) which begin on the y -axis for small in ahsolute value 

I = Bo, representing these in the form of sexier in powus of Y, and YO. In the 
obtained solutiuns we set t = 0; and obtain equations whichweuse for determmtng 
functions pl (go) and ys (ye) in the form of series in powas of go 

YI = -Yo + YrsoeYo~ + . . . + i i 1s (40 &2a + 45 go&or + 
9gIIgon + i9 gzo + 9~3~ + 27 gor) go* + . . . 

Y2 = -Yo - 81ab2Yoa + ...+2/1,5(-40hoL~+45h&o,- 
%has - i&o + 9hm - 27hi,& ~0’ + . . . 

We compose the remainder 

where the coefficients at yu2 ,. . ., y$ ,. . . are the remainders of related coefficients 
of series gz and yr. 

Simple geometric considerations show that function f (uo) is of the same sign for 
go > 0 and y. < 0. Hence the ordinal number of the first nonzero coefffcient is 

even. If it is positive, then for small I y. 1 we have f (~01 > 0 and the focus is 
stable, while when it is negative, the focus is unstable. This holds for clochwise 
motion (d > 0) around the focus; when the motion is in the opposite direction (d 
<0) the reverse is true. When all coefficients of the serfes f (go) are zero, f (yo) z 
0 and the equilibiium state is a “merged centera. 

If we now assume that the system depends on parameters (the right-hand sides of 

both merged systems are analytic functions of z, B , aad of Pamew& then the 
coefffcients of series f (go) are functtons of these parameters. Since a change of 

the sign 0% rwlts in the change of stability, the condition a, = 0 determines in the 
parameter space a surface which is the stability region boundary (at the boundary both 
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qand @G vanish). 
Let a4 # 0 correspond to parameters at the bound- 

ary itself. The ecWibrium state of such parameters 
is determked by a focus whole stability depends on 
the sign of a, and the direction of motion along traj- 
ectories. If the focus is stable, then the boundary is 
safe, as in the case of a smooth system, and when it 
is unstable, the boundary is unsafe. The proof of these 
stateme%& k similar to that appearing iu [3f in the 
case of an ana@tic system. 

Thus the dete.rminatiou of the stability rsgim baund- 
ary and of fts form fnvolver the followi@ ll carrying 
cut trassformaffan (1): 2) s&stituMng a ski@6 equation 
for each merged system and expmd their right-hand 
sides in se&s, retaining only the texms thrrt appear in 
(21, and 3) determining q = gas + hw 

% = (%0&o, + g11goa + &ho + g1s + %?4) - 

w&m - woa - f&o + k, - %d 

wluxe the evident simplificattoa8 arc jwtified by that a4 is cully r~& when 
a, = 0, 

The stabUty region bumdary L determixwi by the eqpattty cr, = 0 and the reg- 
ion of tt&plity ff,nstsbilHy) is deWmWd by tfrc -wwW da,>0 (<O); w&a 
at the boundary dq > 0 (< 0) , it ts safe (unsafeI. 

E x a m p 1 e. Let us condda au on-off servomechanism working underceadftfoat 
of caMant speed of the input shaft [4J. 

The equations of motion are 

2 ** - --M(o - z’), x > Q; 5” = M (z' - of, + < o 

where M (0) is the mechanical characteristic? of the motor (cb~e of tiltcrue 
on velocity 2% w > 0 is the input shaft speed, and 2 is the mismatch+ 

We appmadmate the charpcted&ic of the motor by the cubic p-bob 

Af fvf = rnS -/- nvQ + pv + r, m < 0, n<os P>O, r>o 

The servomechau&m that CCWK+M@?I& to this e@~eti~n ir dtffnsd by 
z’ = Y, II’ = - m (w -- y)* - n (0 - y)* - p (0 --,u)-r, 2>0 

2’ = y, J_J’ = m (g - o)8 + n (y - o)a + p (y - 0) + p7 5 < 0 

~0t not ~43~ high 0 it8 equkllbdum paiuon (0,O) ir at the mW4We. 
~h~ttrrbiu~ ~g.t~b~~nd~ intbe pamnebxpl~ O*.P is tW@d by t-he 

curve 

Above&ebui@Wyline dap<O andtbee@Ubriumstat@tS bY 
amcxgedunst&kfoeus, beiowit dtz,>o aadthefocgsis;st;rbtc, At~s~~~ 
region boundary 

aa, = - 2 (BP + 3mr) I M (01) > 0 
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The boundary is safe, 

The author thanks N. N. Bautin for discussfng this work. 
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